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From the Editor: 

Dear North American Skat Enthusiasts, 

 

It is hard to believe we are halfway through the year 

already, looking at the date on the calendar. It seems 

like only yesterday that we reported last on our 

successes and get togethers playing the ultimate card 

game. If we look at the tournament schedule however, 

we have played eight tournaments thus far in 2022 out 

of currently 11 scheduled tournaments, so we are 

about two thirds into the tournament season. 

After the completion of the 8th US Championship, Bill 

Thompson, the newly re-elected ISPA USA president 

shared that there will be a Skat week in the latter part 

of October, with Hamilton hosting the North American 

Championship just before the Cleveland tournament 

on October 21-23.  

Congratulations to all newly or re-elected ISPA USA 

representatives: 

1. Bill Thompson, President 

2. Eve Dankemeyer, VP West 

3. Jay DeFinis, VP East 

4. Chris Vogeler, Secretary 

5. Jeanette Moleski, Treasurer and Memberships 

Please join me in wishing the new US executive all the 

best in organizing their clubs and tournaments for the 

next election period. The amount of work, 

communication and decision-making cannot be 

underestimated in a not-for-profit organization and  

 

 

 

that certainly holds true for the ISPA umbrella 

corporation as well. 

In 2019, before the pandemic, we scheduled 21 

tournaments, including the European Championship. 

There are a couple of reasons why we overall have less 

tournaments scheduled this year: Firstly, the world is 

still adjusting to life after the pandemic. The travel 

rules are still changing and that confuses some of us 

Skat players, creating hesitation to jump on a plane. 

The editor’s own experiencing going to Las Vegas to 

play the 8th US Open is that while proof of full 

vaccination (two doses with a minimum gap of two 

weeks apart) or a negative Covid test in lieu of being 

vaccinated is still in place, Canada and the US have 

made it much easier now to travel. Canada has an app 

called ArriveCAN, where you can enter all 

prerequisites for your return to the Great White North 

72 hours before the flight. The friendly airline staff and 

US / Canada border agent will verify your vaccination 

or negative test status upon exit and re-entry. 

The second reason for less tournaments this year is 

that a couple of them are normally run around the 

time that we are playing the 22nd Open Skat World 

Championship this year in Edmonton. For this year, 

this means that there will not be a tournament in 
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Kelowna and the regular Edmonton tournament is also 

going to be canceled in lieu of the Weltmeisterschaft 

(WM). There are however still plans for adding the odd 

additional tournament in 2022, like the Hamilton 

North American Championship in the latter part of 

October, so please stay tuned and check the 

tournament schedule often. 

With Canada Day (July 1) behind us and the US 

Independence Day celebrations on the 4th of July, the 

excitement to play the most prestigious Skat 

tournament of all in Edmonton in August is growing! 

Preparations are well underway, and the venue for the 

mid-week excursion has been chosen. The committee 

has chosen to give the participants and 

Schlachtenbummler (spectators) a view into Canada’s 

past by visiting Fort Edmonton, which is only a very 

short bus ride away from where the championship is 

played. For one day, you will travel back in time to the 

olden days of Canada to hear, see and feel how the 

indigenous people of this our great country learned to 

live with the early settlers. With the registration to the 

WM still open (the registration page is under 

Tournaments), we encourage you not to miss out on 

this fantastic experience. We hope to see many of you 

next month at the Chateau Lacombe Hotel in 

Edmonton! 

Cheers and Gut Blatt! 

Gerd Reiner 

Secretary and Webmaster 

 

Dear Skat friends and Spectators, 

Canada is very proud and excited to be hosting the 22nd 

WM in Edmonton, Alberta. You may ask “Why” and 

“What” does Edmonton have to offer to the World to 

come to and play Skat. Edmonton is one of the Top 5 

cities in Canada having a population of over a million 

people. We are mostly known for having the largest 

shopping mall in North America, the largest in the 

world until 2004, being one of the largest oil producers 

in the world and Edmonton had Wayne Gretzky the 

best hockey player in the world (the Edmonton Oilers 

won 5 Stanley Cups). So, if you win the WM in 2022 

you would win it in Canada’s City of Champions. 

When selecting the excursion, part of the tournament 

registration fee, the committee first and foremost 

considered the wellbeing of the participants and 

spectators to enjoy a relaxing excursion without a 

lengthy bus ride. The excursion for the participants will 

target learning about the history of Canada, its 

western settlers, and their coexistence with the native 

people of the area, while enjoying an outdoor BBQ in 

the Fort Edmonton Park. Participants have the 

freedom to explore the park with all indoor and 

outdoor exhibits on their own pace, maximizing the 

experience. 

The Skat tournament is hosted in one of Edmonton’s 

lovely downtown hotels (Chateau Lacombe). The hotel 

offers excellent rooms and great food in a central 

location. Located downtown there are many bars and 

restaurants nearby and a brand-new arena / casino 

within walking distance (Rogers Place). 

What should really bring you to Edmonton, Alberta, 

Canada? It’s the SKAT Players, known for having some 

of the best and some of the worst Skat players in the 

world. We are all fun to play with and friendly hosts. 

Alberta has the largest group of organized Skat 

members in Canada. So, to win this World 

Championship you better know how to play against all 

types of players. Berlin was easy, they were all good, 

you just had to be lucky. Come join us in August 2022 

for the 22nd World Championship. A Canadian Skat 

experience you’ll never forget. 

 

Ron Link 

President ISPA Canada 
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Tournament Report Summer 2022 
The spring newsletter covered the first three 

tournaments of the year with Houston, TX, the 37th 

Canadian Championship in Montréal, QC and the 

tournament in Ottawa, ON. One month later, the Skat 

community assembled again, this time in Saskatoon. 

While Saskatoon does no longer have their own 

facility, the club did a great job finding a very suitable 

venue at the “Sports on Tap” sports bar, where they 

continue to compete within their weekly Skat sessions. 

SaSKATchewan Tournament, Saskatoon, SK 

33 Skat players met at Sports on Tap located at 2606 

Lorne Avenue, Saskatoon, SK, a great turnout for a 

post pandemic year Skat round. A lot of fun was had 

not only during the tournament, but also afterwards at 

the Pink Cadillac, where several people gave a 

demonstration of their dance skills to live music. 

 

 

The highlight at the tournament however, at least in 

the opinion of the editor, was the chocolate 

cheesecake that Shelley made for the players. A piece 

of heaven for the taste buds, there is no other way to  

 

 

describe it. Thank you so much, Shelley, for making it 

and for sharing the recipe: 

 

The 29th SaSKAToon tournament resulted in the top 

four spots being taken by Alberta, it was however Ed 

Eckl from Saskatoon, who rounded up the top five. It 

was a close shootout at table one where the top three 

were separated by only 84 points: 

 

Congratulations to Eric for coming out ahead of Danny 

by 33 points, followed by our 2022 Canadian 

Champion Kristina a further 51 points back. As for the 

team, the self-proclaimed “Lightweights” collected 

21944 points: Werner, Michael, Eric, and Scott! 
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The Seriensieger were Kristina, Ryan, Keith, and Ed: 

 

An additional highlight was the Grand Ouvert played 

by Kurt Wehr, a very losable hand demanding a two-

two split in Diamonds: 

 

Here are all Saskatoon results, congratulations to all 

winners: 

 
 

Calgary Tournament, Calgary, AB 

On very short notice, Calgary decided to put their 

tournament mid-week between Saskatoon and Red 

Deer. June 1 and 2 marked the game days in Calgary. 

This gave some non-western players a chance to play 

three tournaments in a row, which was one of the 

reasons for the quick decision to run the tournament. 

These two factors resulted in only 11 players 

competing in Calgary. And sure enough, Scott 

McCormick from Ottawa seized the opportunity to 

add a tournament win to his tally of wins with 6213 

points, followed by Mike Buchmann (5636 points) 

and Eric Luz (5286 points). No teams were played due 

to the low number of players, and apparently no 

photographer was on hand either to snap a picture of 

the series winners either. The series winners were: 

 

1. Bernd Luz (1341 points) 

2. Oskar Schneider (1649 points) 

3. Scott McCormick (1424 points 

4. Scott McCormick (1591 points) 

5. Dinah Kunst (1329 points) 
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Red Deer Tournament, Red Deer, AB 

Following the Calgary tournament was Red Deer. Since 

this tournament date was known well in advance on 

the calendar, a total of 36 players arrived to compete 

in Central Alberta. Thanks to John, our previous club 

president, Red Deer managed to provide a prize to 

every participant and thanks to the Rohrer family, all 

players enjoyed a great steak dinner on Saturday 

night. 

The Red Deer tournament was, believe it or not, 

decided in Round 4 due to a very large number of 

horseshoes for our Ronny. Of course, Ron knows how 

to play, but as a front row witness, this editor can 

confirm that the Skat gods were very much favoring 

our ISPA Canada president. Being miles ahead of the 

remaining players at the table, the powers above 

threw him a Grand Ouvert as the last game, 

completing a 2174 round and so deciding the 

tournament early. With a total point lead of just under 

1000 points (978, to be exact), Ron won his 62nd ISPA 

tournament with 6636 points. Scott McCormick 

managed 2nd place with 5658 points, 210 points ahead 

of 3rd place Eric Luz: 

 
As for the team winners, the 2022 Canadian 

Champions (Kristina, Gerd, Eric, and Ron) marginally 

outperformed the second team with 21797 points 

total team score: 

 
The five Seriensieger also took home some nice 

glassware courtesy of the work from the Moldowan 

family and Red Deer’s beer rep: 
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Worthy mentioning besides the usual winning 

suspects Eric, Scott and Ron are Ryan Bilan (winner 

round three) from Winnipeg and Rebecca Traill 

(winner round five) from Saskatoon. 

Best lady of Red Deer 2022 was Dinah Kunst in 4th 

place, being points even with Eric (5448 points), 

however with Eric having more wins, Dinah was 

declared fourth, best lady nonetheless: 

 
Finally, Red Deer also gave out a prize for the toughest 

tournament, which was won by Rita Schütz for lowest 

points score (right picture above). 

Donna Erickson, the president of The German-

Canadian Club of Red Deer then presented the prize 

for Ron’s Day1 and Day2 winner and the Grand Ouvert: 

 
 

In the right column of this page at the top, you can 

review the full results from the Red Deer tournament. 

 

 

Santa Monica Tournament, Santa Monica, CA 

Next up was the Santa Monica tournament on 

June 22/23. With the tournament in the middle of 

the week, unfortunately only 14 players made it 

out to the California coast. Frank Dankemeyer 

used the home turf advantage to win the 

tournament with a total of 5595 points, 309 points 

ahead of Cleveland’s Roger Beckerman (5286 

points). Horst Butze completed the top three with 

5075 points: 
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With the lower number of players, no teams were 

formed in Santa Monica, however the Seriensieger 

were as follows: 

1. Roger Beckerman (Cleveland) 

2. Horst Butze (Santa Monica) 

3. Jeannette Spence (Cleveland) 

4. Roger Beckerman (Cleveland) 

5. Frank Dankemeyer (Santa Monica) 

 

Congratulations to Frank for winning the home cup 

and to all winners. 

 

8th US Open Skat Championship, Las Vegas, NV 

Last but not least in this edition of the 2nd ISPA 

Newsletter of 2022 is the 8th US Open Skat 

Championship, which was held in Las Vegas the 

weekend after Santa Monica, from June 25 to 26. 

It was a bit surprising to see only 31 players coming to 

the gambling city. The ones coming out though had a 

great time including the eight players from Canada 

(Alberta and B.C.) The low participation can likely be 

explained for the following reasons: The Las Vegas 

tournament, originally scheduled as the first 

tournament of 2022 had to be canceled in January due 

to airlines canceling the outbound flights from Las 

Vegas with Covid wave 6 of the pandemic being the 

reason. Subsequently, the change in travel rules 

confused quite a few players, not knowing what the 

compliance rules were to be able to fly and re-enter 

their home country. 

After round four, Roger Beckerman from Cleveland 

was leading Ron Link from Edmonton by 100 points, a 

lead that Roger would not relinquish but instead 

extend to 529 points to become the 8th US Skat 

Champion! Third place with a very respectable 5720 

points was Jim Leissner from Sequin, Texas. 

Congratulations to the 8th US Champion Roger 

Beckerman and all winners. 

 

As for the team winners, even though only five players 

from Alberta traveled to Las Vegas, four of them 

managed to win the team competition: Ron Link, Geria 

Verhaeghe, Donna Dee (all from Edmonton) and Gerd 

Reiner (Red Deer) managed to collect 21383 points as 

team “Alberta Anyway” to beat the “Neatly Trimmed 

Stallions” from Cleveland by 558 points to win the title 

8th US Skat Team Champions: 

 

 

The following five competitors took honors as 

Seriensieger, winning one series each: 

1. Kevin Thompson (1994 points) 

2. Ron Link (1932 points) 

3. Martin Mache (1582 points) 

4. Horst Tanke (1465 points) 

5.  Donna Dee (1391 points) 
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After the tournament, some players and their spouses 

that were not leaving right away on Sunday got 

together at the Hofbräuhaus in Las Vegas to celebrate 

the tournament, but more importantly the friendships 

that our beloved game creates. We enjoyed the 

Bavarian food and drinks, live music with Alp Horns 

and each others’ company, as you can see below: 

 

 

 

At the end of the night all of us were very much 

surprised by the fact that one player picked up the 

whole tab for the evening: A BIG THANK you to Milton! 

 

 

Finally, Rosita Rodehueser, Ron Link and the editor 

want to remind you that we want to see you all for the 

22nd Open Skat World Championship in Edmonton! To 

ensure that even the late deciders have a chance to 

compete in the WM, the registration continues to be 

open for players who have yet to decide playing in the 

Skat Weltmeisterschaft 2022 for a shot of the title 

2022 Skat World Champion! 

Simply fill out the form by clicking on this link: 

 

https://www.skatcanada.ca/registration 

 

Gut Blatt, see you in August! 

Gerd Reiner 

Secretary and Webmaster 

https://www.skatcanada.ca/registration

